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Across
2. When people try to persuade political 

officials to make a particular public policy

7. people for a dramatic, immediate, 

possibly violent, traditional change

8. a major party that is more on the liberal 

side of the political spectrum

11. the role other parties play play a 

decisive role in elections when they take 

away votes from major parties and tip the 

voting scales

12. people for a little, gradual, peaceful 

change, and progressive change

15. In propoganda, an endorsement by a 

celebrity/famous person

16. Voters from any party may vote to 

choose a party’s candidates.

17. The candidate already in office (who 

may be running for reelection against a 

challenger.)

20. people for a dramatic, fast, possibly 

violent, progressive change

21. In propoganda, pretending to be one of 

the common people

22. In propoganda, following the crowd or 

going with the majority

23. A party that has split away from one of 

the major parties

24. In propoganda, the use of symbols to 

accomplish purposes they weren't intended 

for

25. A typical voter who is attracted to 

elements of one party or candidate and is 

also attracted to elements of the other party 

or candidate

Down
1. the election to decide who wins the job.

3. In propoganda, presenting a one sided 

view while distorting facts

4. a technique of persuasion aimed at 

influencing individual or group behaviors

5. a major party that is more on the 

conservative side of the political spectrum

6. When regular citizens voluntarily 

campaign for a candidate, party, or issue in 

their community

9. An election to choose the people who 

will represent each party in the general 

election.

10. Where only registered party members 

may vote to choose a party’s candidates.

13. party that is based on one specific set of 

beliefs, on social, political, and economic 

matters

14. When a popular candidate from one 

party causes voters to cast their ballots for 

members of the same party in other races

18. A short catchy phrase that’s part of a 

longer speech and leaves a positive 

impression

19. people for a little, gradual, peaceful, 

traditional change


